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ABSTRACT
The word "Internet", impacting on the workplaces and marketplaces, has
absolutely changed the way we do business. The company uses this opportunity to
create the project called "Internet marketing service project" to provide the internet
marketing service and online articles for the business and individual persons to
increase their sale and knowledge about e-commerce.
The project includes the research and analysis of the marketing situation such as
SWOT, competitors, marketing strategy, the target segmentation and also financial
analysis. The marketing objective is to actively create the awareness and profitability
through effective implementation of the strategy. And the marketing strategy will be
based on cost effective approach to reach the clearly defined target market. The
financial analysis of this project shows that the company has a lot of initial cost in the
first year but expects increase in sales and will break-even in the second year.
The important issue of the project is to design and build the
the homepage is the front office of the company which emphasizes the web design to
make it easy to read and navigate by providing the clear menu on the top and the left
side and also has the search function for customers to find the information easily.
Moreover, the project includes the designs of the database to gather all information for
customers to do any transaction via the web-site and also the security that protects the
information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background of the Project
Today the Thai economy is recovering and people have started thinking to run

their own business more and more, and electronic shops have become the best solution
for people who have limited fund and experience. But to be successful in this ecommerce is not easy. There need to understand the critical evident in the traditional
business, such as the product, the target market, the competitors, the marketing plan and
strategy, etc. However, doing these with limited resources and knowledge is very risky
so people are looking for a way to accomplish more in less time
For that reason, the company for this project is the consulting and servicing firm
that specializes in marketing research and strategy with the acknowledgement that the
company should perform the communication channel that supports the future growth of
the electronic commerce industry.
This project is designed with the purpose of providing all potential customers with
the necessary business information and internet marketing strategy to help them create
awareness, traffic and sale for their e-commerce shops.
1.2

Objectives of the Project
The objective of the project is to design and build the website for the company to

achieving the following goals;
Cognitive and attitude Goals
(1) To create brand awareness
(2) To create the brand loyalty and a reliable web-site for the customers
Transaction Behavior Goals
( 1) To increase the number of subscribers

(a) Review the existing marketing plan and any other information that can
be obtained about the company and the brand.
(b) Examine environmental factors related to online marketing
(c) Develop a market opportunity analysis (SWOT analysis)
(2)

Identify the project segmentation and target - Identify which segment of the
market that the project is targeting

(3)

Set objectives

(4)

Design marketing-mix strategies to meet the objectives

(5)

Design an action plan (tactics to implement the strategies)

(6)

Develop a budget (Cost associated with project preparation, developing
implementation, evaluation and maintenance)

(7)

Develop an evaluation plan

(8)

The Web Site design - Start form;

(9)

(a)

Define navigation

(b)

Develop site structure

(c)

Develop layout grids

(d)

Design sketches and page Mock-ups

(e)

Identify content and functional requirement

(f)

Fine-tune to assure overall cohesiveness

(g)

Complete HTML, JavaScript

Computerize system Design - Identify and evaluated the system to support
the Web Site launch and processing

(10) Prepare Web Site management and recommendation

(2) To increase the corporate revenue

1.3

Scope of the Project
This project will focus on establishing the web-site

to provide

the internet marketing service that includes sale lead, e-mail marketing, banner
advertising, search engine submission and custom web-site promotion and also to
provide the online articles to the main two target groups,
(a)

Business to Business: company provides the service to the small and midsize businesses who are the new comers in the e-commerce and also the
existing consumers who would like to increase their sale or promote their
names on the web site.

(b)

Potential visitors (individual persons), who visit the web for the purpose of
searching information or the marketing ideas.

Moreover, the project will include the marketing plan and strategy and also the
design of the homepage, the functional requirement, database and the security of the
web-site.

1.4

Project Deliverables
( 1)

The document of the Project including literature review, project introduction,
project analysis, project financial reports and project management and
recommendation.

(2)

Prototype of the Web Site, including Web Site design, recommendation,
implementations and a manual for users.

1.5

Steps of the Project's Implementation
(1)

Conduct a situation analysis

2

II.
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Commerce on the Internet
Conducting business in an online, computer-mediated environment is not new. In

one from or another, it has been a part of the business landscape since computers and
communications services were linked on public data networks in the 1970s. But, with
the explosive growth of the Internet and the appearance of the World Wide Web,
together with the rapid expansion of public access to the Internet, the idea of doing
business has taken on new dimensions and attracted a broad range of business interests.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, it became fashionable in the business world to

have an e-mail address on the business card. As the 1990s passed the mid-mark, it has
became fashionable for companies to have a home web page on the Internet and, in the
new centuary, it may well become a mark of distinction to have a personal home page,
as some people today already have discovered.
In its earliest days in the 1973-1983 periods, Internet was a research tool for
exploring the use of computers in a distributed environment. The U.S. advanced
Research Project Agency (ARP A), a part of the Department of Defense, sponsored
research into the applications of packet-switched computer network, starting with the
ARPANET which was developed in 1969. During 1973-1983, ARPA experimented
with packet radio and packet satellite and demonstrated their interconnection as early as
1977 using a set of protocols first described by Robert E. Kahn and Vinton G. Cerf in
1973 and 1974. These were evolved through about 1980 with the help of several score
researchers around the globe and standardized as the TCP/IP protocol suite.
For many users whose access to Internet service is by way of the dial-up
telephone network, unsolicited adve1iising consumers bandwidth and local storage
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capacity and thus interferes in a palpable way with the user's primary motivation for
being connected to a newsgroup or e-mail distribution list. Use of the newsgroups or email distribution lists for the purposes of carrying unsolicited and often irrelevant (with
regard to the group or list) content is considered a genuine and serious abuse (as a
number of businesses discovered). There are lists and newsgroups that have been set up
to include commercial adve1iising and list numbers who join do so with that knowledge.
More recently, the passive World Wide Web and Gopher services have emerged
on the Internet which supports a browsing mode of operation. Here, users have more
control over what they choose to examine and have appeared far more tolerant of
advertising or other solicitations offered for their consideration. Indeed, many internet
users go to various web sites with the expectation that they can find product and service
information at those sites. In an even more elaborate formulation, MCI has developed
its marketplace MCI service, in which virtual storefronts are put into an Internet mall,
where customers not only learn about goods and services but can order and pay for
them all, through the Internet. Similar explorations of Internet utility in the business
world are readily found.
The advent of commercial transaction processmg on the Internet marks an
important new element available to the business community. Many of the new services
rely on the widespread availability of cryptographic software, which provides
confidentiality and in some formulations- authenticity, protecting both buyers and
sellers. As these new will be developed and new economic thinking will emerge,
especially as regards the international velocity of money.
2.2

What Is the Internet?
The Internet ("Net") is a network of computers reaching every country in the

world. It is similar is some ways to the telephone system. Just as calls can be made
5

anywhere in the world, so too can a computer contact any other computer connected to
the Net. The World Wide Web ("Web") actually began as a very small part of the
Internet. It was an experimental child of the Internet which grew up quickly to overtake
its parent. The web is that part of the Internet that can be surfed by following hyperlinks,
the underlined text that takes a user from site to site with a spider web- hence the name.
The web has had such tremendous appeal that in a few short years it grew to be far and
away the dominant part of the Internet. The web launched the commercial success of the
Internet: It attracted the commercial investment that fueled its growth. Most people who
refer to the Internet are referring to the web.
So what part of the Internet is separate from the web? The biggest item is the
electronic mail. Electronic mail travels over the Internet but it is not part of the World
Wide Web. Another item not part of the web is Usenet. Usenet consists of over 50,000
discussion groups arranged hierarchically by topic. Users post messages under a
discussion topic(technical term: thread) which other users can read and then post their
response. Both e-mail and Usenet predate the Web.
2.3

What is the Web?
Following the 1991, National Science Foundation decision allowing the

commercial use of the Net, business and other organization quickly moved into the Web
and rapidly built it. This commercial activity proceeded in three stages as follows.
While these stages apply to the web as a whole, interestingly, many online companies
also repeat these stages. Nonprofit organizations and individuals publishing Web sites
generally stick with the first stage of information publishing. This section examines the
web from a business perspective.

Information Publishing
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Most businesses began by creating an informational home page. This is a
low-risk and low budget operation that creates a web presence. Unfortunately,
these pages often resembled an annual report: very linear and text heavy. This
format was fine if the target audience was investors, but in most cases investors
were not the target. These initial attempts earned the name of brochure ware. If
truth be told most corporations did not give a great deal of thought to their early
Web pages. Often it was left to technical people to implement without much input
from marketing. This system has changed a great deal in a few short years.
Many businesses today realized that the Internet is an important marketing
communications medium. This means that even an informational web page must
be a part of an organization's unified message. Brochureware is still a very valid
use of the web when implemented after careful planning.
Information publishing can be considerably more than self-promotion.
Many businesses, including magazines and newspapers, specialize in the delivery
of content. Indeed contend providers are one of the key players in the online
community. A great deal of focus will be given to content providers in the
chapters that follow. Content providers tend to give much thought to their target
audience and are able to help identify that target audience for their advertisers.
Publishing content is a major function of the web, and viewing content for
research is the number one activity online. Selling ads and sponsorships to support
that content is an increasingly important key driver of success of the web.
Web portals are a stunning example of effective content providers. These
portals act as entry points to the web- generally the first place that a user starts
when she fires up her browser. Portals have done an amazing job at amalgamating
content- from TV guides, to weather maps, to street maps, to phone book listing,
7

to entertainment listings, and so on. The more content they can provide, the more
they are likely to become the starting point for an online session. The largest of
these portals, Yahoo!, has been incredibly successful; rising very quickly forms a
project of grad school students to become an $8 billion company.
Transaction-Based systems

Transaction-based online system allows organizations not only to
communicate with the consumer but to sell online as well. These systems are
considerably more difficult to implement than simple information publishing and
often require the services of a professional programmer. Online storefronts fall
into this category, as does business-to-business commerce. In both cases, the Web
page must link to backend computer systems (called backed because the user
never interacts with them directly) to validate transactions and manage inventories.
Transaction-based system will continue to f,:rrow as organizations turn to the Web
as a complementary distribution channel.
Mass customization (personalization)

The really mind-boggling juncture of information technology and marketing
is in the area of mass customization.

Mass customization refers to creating

systems that can personalize a message to a target audience of one. There are two
forms of mass customization- automatic and manual.

Under automatic

customization, clever software tailors the content presented to the user based upon
information known about the user and the user's historical surfing behavior. The
products that perform automatic customization tend to be technically very
sophisticated and ethically somewhat controversial. Some users do not like to be
observed online even if the customization has the potential to deliver tremendous
benefits to the user by filtering undesired content. Manual customization relies on
8

explicit a pnon instructions from the user to determine preferred content
categories.

2.4

E-commerce Impact on Web Site
Adding e-commerce raises the stakes of Internet marketing. Suddenly, a

publishing medium must interact with the entire selling organization. The online system
needs to be aware of inventory, taxes, shipping charges, and appropriate terms of sale.
Orders from the Web site must make their way to the proper company logistics systems.
Pricing rules and product configurations must be established and made at least partially
automatic.
Making the Web site directly responsible for revenue ties the Web site directly to
the heart of company /customer interaction. This shows up in several ways. Ecommerce sites must respond to customer demands, and they should work to strengthen
customer relations. This may lead to conflict with other parts of the company and other
channels of distribution.
(1)

Raises Site Performance, Adding e-commerce creates incentives to improve
Web-site performance and customer responsiveness. E-commerce sites
invest more on online performance than sites without e-commerce. E-mail
response time 1s significantly faster for e-commerce sites. Web-server
performance becomes more important with e-commerce just as McDonald's
compares themselves to Burger King or Wendy's in speed of service and
online sites compare their performance against the competition. The system
measures performance of a benchmark site, the company's own site, and
sites of competitors. This gives an accurate reflection of how customers in
different geographical areas experience a site. This is useful in identifying
problems between ISPs and on overseas networks. The practical solution for
9

these problems is often to maintain mirror sites, where parallel Web sites are
maintained in different locations and hooked into different portions of the
Internet.
(2)

Increases Personalization, Just as e-commerce encourages compames to
invest in site performance, it creates a strong incentive to enhance their
online use of personalization. E-commerce and personalization reinforce
each other. Personalization raises the value of the online experience of a
user, improving customer loyalty and leading to more customer/e-commerce
contacts. Personalization encourages visitors to return to the electronic store.
At the same time, e-commerce provides the crucial one-to-one link that is
fundamental for effective personalization.
The personalization I e-commerce link is especially strong for
business-to-business marketing. Business-to-business marketers can take
advantage of the detailed information suppliers have about their customers
and long-standing relationships many businesses have with their vendors.
Companies expect suppliers and vendors to be fully aware of their needs
and operations. Personalization is not perceived as a threat or invasion of
privacy but as convenience, cost saving, and good service.

2.5

Marketing information via the Internet

Marketers use data to assist in decision making, and the Internet has facilitated this
process tremendously. Data help marketers understand competitors, consumers, the
economic environment, political and legal factors, technological forces, and other
factors in the microenvironment affecting an organization. Secondary data on the Net
are often more current than data published in hard copy, and they are easy, inexpensive,
and quick to access. Marketing planners also use the Net to collect primary data about
10

251~~
consumers. Through online e-mail and Web surveys, online experiments, focus groups,
and observation of Net user discussions, marketers learn about both current and
prospective customers.
A good way to think of the role of data in marketing decision marking is by
understanding the marketing information system (MIS). The MIS is a system of
assessing information needs, gathering information, analyzing it, and disseminating it
for marketing decision makers. The process begins when marketing managers have a
problem that needs data prior to solution. The next step is to gather those data from
internal sources, through secondary sources, or by conducting primary marketing
research. Finally, the process ends when the same managers receive this information in
a timely and usable form. For example, a web advertiser needs audience statistics prior
to deciding where to purchase banner ad space (the problem). They want to know how
many eyeballs view various Web sites to evaluate the value of the Web ads versus TV
and other media ads, and they need to know whether or not an ad on a particular Web
site will reach their target market (information need). The best way to get this
information is through secondary sources such as Relevant Knowledge or Media Metrix.
As was explained in the introductory case, this firm uses large panels of consumers to
create Web site ratings. Web advertisers use the data to make effective and efficient
Web media buys.
2.6

The Emerging Digital firm

The growth of the Internet, globalization of trade, and the rise of information
economies, has recast the role of the information systems in business and management.
The internet is becoming the foundation for new business models, new business
processes, and new ways of distributing knowledge. Companies can use the Internet and
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networking technology to conduct more of their work electronically, seamlessly linking
factories, offices, and sales forces around the globe.
2. 7

Online marketing

Online marketing is a system for selling products and services to target audiences
who use the Internet and commercial online services by utilizing online tools and
services in a strategic manner consistent with the company's overall marketing program.
Benefits of Online Marketing

Companies can benefit form online marketing in many ways, including
( 1)

Reach a defined audience in an environment that is not yet crowded with
competitors.

(2)

Target a defined customer group with precision and develop a continuing
dialogue.

(3)

Transact business electronically and at a lower cost. E-mail and data files
can be transmitted to select customers or entire lists in seconds.

(4)

Streamline the selling process by allowing manufacturers to communicate
and sell directly to end users without going through classic distribution
channels.

(5)

Act quickly by adding products and changing selling propositions at a
moment's notice

(6)

Track the sales interaction, steps and results.

(7)

Keep an eye on competitors.

(8)

Create a responsive dialogue with customers.

(9)

Distribute software and information products quickly through e-mail and
file transfers.
12

III. STRATEGIC AND MARKETING ANALYSIS

3.1

Company Background
Company is a consultancy company, which provides Marketing Research &

Development service and Investment Information for small business entrepreneurs,
consumer product manufacturers and service firms. The company has dedicated
professionals to measure competitive market place dynamics, to understand consumer
attitudes and behaviors, and to develop advance analytical insights to make better
business decisions, manage marketing and sales activities and improve performance that
generate increased sales and profits.
The company provides a wide variety of marketing services, form the planning,
researching and analyzing through implementation and finally evaluating the project.
The required level of service is determined by the project type, scope and budget of the
customers. After being successful in the offiine world, the company has expanded the
business to serve the customer in cyber world. The company's mission is to help the
business owners to be successful in their business, both offline and online and the
company's vision is "Great Service for Great Marketers" which means the company has
served the best service for the customer's satisfaction.

3.2

Current Situation Analysis
There are many products and businesses that are generated from the Internet

medium. These include product for creating, delivering and reading messages. There are
products to help content providers develop web sites, infrastructure products to run the
Internet itself and end user products to connect to the Internet. The company is also of
the business that provides the service to other e-commerce businesses. After a company
analyzes the current situation, there is high probability of expansion of the e-commerce
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market in Thailand. So this kind of business has potential for continued growth and
success in the future but the company needs to make the product differentiation
compared to the competitors.
From the NECTEC (National Electronics and Computer Technology Center)
research in year 2000, company found out that 88.58% of the web site in Thailand have
to do with the informational e-commerce, that means providing the general information
about their companes for advertising and public relation, and 11.42% is the advance
web-site that includes the order system or payment system to the web site. But the
growth rate of the advance web-site is continuously increasing every year. So the
company considers it is a good opportunity to offer the basic information advice, and
service that help to increase the traffic to the website or how to promote the web to the
public.
Additionally, company has a long history of marketing research on traditional
customers but as the company turns the eyes toward the Internet, Company have to face
many challenges such as to compete with competitors or how to transfer the qualities
that make consumers happy offline to the online environment, so the first thing that the
company will emphasize is strive to build and improve its brand name on the internet.
3.3

SWOT Analysis

Strengths

( 1)

Click and Mortar business, which means a company is the traditional
(offline) company that can support the online-project in terms of capital and
resources.
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(2)

The company has a long history and reputation m Research and
Development and marketing solution so we have a lot of professional
manpower and existing material to execute the online-project.

(3)

The company has the traditional customer profile and information to
determine the online target market.

(4)

The company provides the useful business advice and update information
for business management.

(5)

The company provides the internet marketing service at competitive price.

(6)

The company has a good marketing program -it makes it easy for us to
perform marketing management, marketing monitoring and evaluation.

Weakness
( 1)

The company specializes in target groups in Thai so to expand to the global
market, we still lack some international skills.

(2)

Although the company has been established for long time,

the online

project is still new so we cannot provide the full service to the customers.
(3)

High investment - to be the well-known website in the market, the company
needs the professionals in electronic commerce management and uses the
high technology.

(4)

The services is fairly limit, due to the first phase of operation, the company
will emphasize only on sale and marketing.

Opportunities
(1)

The potential growth of e-commerce will result in the growth of business
that provides the service to other e-commerce.
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(2)

Thailand's better economy will make people do more transactions and
investments.

(3)

The Thai government supports the business to use the electronic commerce
to make the transaction and stimulate the SME investments.

(4)

Be able to expand to the global market.

(5)

The interest on bank savings is low, so people concentrate more on
investments.

(6)

Internet and e-commerce have become necessary tools to run the business,
as they help to create new strategies, expand the customers and meet
customer satisfaction.

Threats

(1)

There are a lot of competitors because the Web Site is easily established and
duplicated by competitors.

(2)

The number of current Internet users in Thailand is still low compared to the
developed countries however; the number of internet users is growing
rapidly each year.

(3)

Financial transaction over the Internet is still untrustworthy.

(4)

More e-commerce businesses are not successful due to the lack of
knowledge of e-commerce and strategy.

(5)

Internet intruders, hackers, and crackers

(6)

The electronic commerce law in Thailand is still improving.

(7)

Technology Obstacles and Telecommunication infrastructure problems

(8)

Customers are concerned more about privacy and personal information

(9)

New SME is concerned more about spending money
16

3.4

Key market Segment
The company divides a market into distinct subset of consumers with common

needs or characteristics so that we can select one or more segment to target with distinct
marketing mix.

The Market Segmentations that the company uses are:
(1)

Geographic Segmentation
The best advantage of the internet and the World Wide Web is- it
makes the market global, the web site can reach the audiences in anyplace,
anytime but company will focus on the customers who are interested in
creating the web-site in the Thai market because of the local site has an
advantage of building relationship with its local customers, by penetrating at
the specific target market (local area) and using the unique language and
indirect contacts through telephone, fax and internet.

So company will

emphasize on Thailand first, and after that the company will expand to the
Asian market.

(2)

Demographic Segmentation
Company emphasizes on persons who have high education- have
degrees and the occupation is business owner or manager, and the income is
medium or high income.

(3)

Psychological segmentation
Psychological characteristics refer to the intrinsic qualities of the
individual consumer: The company concentrates on persons who have
moderate and high risks, positive attitude and sense of self-worth.
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3.5

Target Market
The company classifies the target market into two groups.
(a) Business to Business: company provides the service to the small and mid-size
business who are the new comers in the e-commerce and also the existing
consumers who would like to increase their sale or promote their names on the
web site.
(b) Potential visitors (individual persons), who visit the web for the purpose of
searching information or the marketing ideas.

3.6

Image and Positioning
Company positions itself as a web site that provides the best service and

knowledge to new SME e-commerce.

3. 7

Market Strategy

Product: The features that the web site provides are;
Articles - The company offers the useful business articles in 8 main topics;
(a) Advertising and Media
(b) Finance & accounting.
(c) Internet & technology
(d) Law & regulation
(e) Management
(f) Starting a business
(g) Sales& marketing
(h) Human resources
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In order to keep users engaged with the section, the company will enhance the
articles every week to reach the depth and breadth of content.

Service- The service selection is fairly limited because the company would like to
control and have discretion on what services are offered on the site. The company will
emphasize on the sales and marketing so we provide the popular tactics like;

(a)
must

be

Search engine submission -Submissions to the search engmes
repeated

registrations

they

at

monthly

receive.

intervals

Company

due
service

to

the

amount

includes

of

manual

submissions to a large number of search engines, monthly rank
monitoring & maintenance, and monthly submissions and statistical
traffic reporting. In addition, we monitor your listings on a monthly
basis. This ensures keeping your site at a premium listing. Company
specialty is keeping your website visible on the highly traveled internet.

(b)

Sales Leads - customers can access the comprehensive and up-to-date

databases of more than 1 million businesses and more than 25 million consumers.
With Sales Leads, customers can pull mailing addresses, phone numbers and other
data for new, qualified customers for their direct mail marketing efforts, select
customers based on demographic criteria, and only choose the types of customer
data most useful to your marketing needs.

(c)

E-mail Marketing -the company will help customers build

professional-looking e-mail announcements and newsletters to send to their
customers. Also it helps to manage mailing lists and accurately track customer
responses.
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(d)

Banner Advertising- Increase traffic to your Web site by submitting

your banner to us, and it will be displayed on the largest banner network in the
world or if you are looking to buy banner advertising, market research
will provide assistance in optimizing your advertising money.

(f)

Custom Web Site Promotion- Each company has different needs.

consult with you before we make any recommendations, and then propose a
strategic campaign tailored to meet your goals within your marketing budget.
(g)

Newsletter- The company will offer the free update newsletter every

week to the visitors who give us the e-mail address.

Price
There are two important online pricing strategies; penetration pricing and price
leadership. After the company does the SWOT analysis, it will decide to use the

penetrating pricing that means the company will charge a competitive price for a
product and service for the purpose of gaining marketing share and will charge the
different fee depending on each kind of service. For example, the banner advertising Cost per Click (CPC) - This means a customer only pays a fee when
someone actually clicks on their banner and goes to your website. This
click-through rate varies greatly based upon website topic and target
audience. However, The company will offer the articles and the newsletter for free.

Promotion
Customer Service is one of the Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
techniques. Besides creating the new customers, the more important thing is to keep the
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customer stay with us or come back to web site again and again. So the company
provides:
(a)

Online Help: Online Help is available to all customers 24 hours/day, 7

days/week. If you do not find your answer, you can also send questions by
e-mail and receive a personal response.
(b)

By phone: Phone support is available Monday-Saturday, 6a.m.to6 p.m.

Search strategies The most cost effective way to introduce and promote company

website to the public is use the Search Engine. The company will put the site in the top
results of major search engines and directories

such

as Google .

E-mail marketing offers the promise of low costs, rapid response and higher

click- through and conversion rates. For the visitors who access web site, they have to
register by sharing his or her email address with us. Then that visitor has turned into a
prospect. That prospect can be marketed long after the promotion has ended. E-mail is
one of the most powerful ways to establish a marketing relationship with site visitors,
and is thereafter one of the most effective ways to promote both prospects and
customers.
Promotional price- Our company will offer the discount (10% off or 30 days free

trial) for the highlight product to encourage a first purchase, repeat business or to close a
sale.
Public Relation- Our company provides the free online content to create a

positive feeling about the company and a reliable brand among the various public.
Advertising- Our company can create brand awareness or to position a brand by

both online and offiine advertising. For online advetiising, the company uses the banner
advertising by coordinating with business paiiner and customer to sponsor content. For
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the offline advertising, our company will advertise web-site on the marketing and
computer magazine such as the business.com or Brandage.
Place

The place for the e-commerce shop is the web-site and the home-page that opens
7 days a week and 24 Hours a day. So

is welcome to all customers all

the time and also company's product is a digital product, and the customers can fill in
their information, select the criteria or service package they desire on the web and then
we can directly transfer data or information over the Internet immediately. So we do not
need to be concerned about the warehouse, inventory cost or even delivery cost like
other e-commerce shops.
Company is click and mortar business that means company have the office in the
Bangkok. Moreover, the company also has the sales persons to promote service and
web-site and the sales persons will call or visit prospective customers to explain and
persuade them to use service or visit the web-site. Additionally if customers would like
to visit or talk face to face, company is welcome such visits.
3.8

Competitive Analysis

The critical point that the company considers is product differentiates, and our
company tries to provide service or even content, different from the existing
competitors. However, there are many companies that provide the web marketing
service around the world so company will concentrate on the web-sites that are operated
in Thailand as the main competitors. For example

and

These compames represent both the potential and
drawbacks of online marketing and our company will evaluate each site based on its
business model, website design, commerce and content.
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Design of the Web -The Swiss web site is organized by topic area, provides the bilingual services that are English and Thai. The web provides the main menu on the top
of each page, and the left hand side is the navigator bar to search for specific topic and
quickly download.

Color of the Web- the web is very colorful and each topic has its own color such as
web hosting is the orange color so the background of the title and bullet is also orange .
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Company Background- EMA's eMarketing team is managed by Western and Asian
Online Marketing Specialists with a solid track record in achieving deliverables for both
Asian and Global Corporations. Based in Bangkok, Thailand, EMA are uniquely
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positioned to spearhead your Pan-Asian Internet Marketing Campaign or handle your
Global Search Engine Marketing Initiative.

Goal- Its goal is to turn your website into a revenue generating stream and profit
machine.

Target Market- EMA Provides unparalleled turnkey eMarketing solutions for
companies who are looking to target the rapidly expanding Asia eMarketplace.

Product & Service- EMA can provide your company with top rate Web Development
or Web Localization Services at much lower costs than you will find in Europe or the
USA, without any compromise in quality or service. The service includes online
marketing service, Internet Market Research, Online advertising, etc.

Design of the Web- The design of the web is simple and easy to navigate. There are
three main columns; the left hand is the menu for navigation pane to browse the list of
services. The middle column is description areas that will change when clicked on each
topic and the right hand side is the banner advertising.

The web provides the

information in general and if the customers are interested in any service, they need to
request the proposal. So the web does not provide the specific detail of the service or
pnce.

3.9

Project Cost and Benefit Analysis

Project Cost Analysis
Company defined the cost of the Project into three categories, the first cost
occurred while at pre-project stage, the second cost occurred when the project was in
process of working and implementing, and the final cost was the post-project cost that
means cost incurred when the project needs evaluation and improvement.
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The pre-project cost is the cost of study and analyze the project, which covering
the cost of all relevance marketing research, and other areas of its work process, i.e.
Material preparations, traveling, time consulting, and cost of tools and equipment.
The second cost is the most expenditure of the Project and it occurred during the
project need to be implemented, for example the cost of hardware, software and humanware to support Web Site design, cost of running the system, etc.
The final cost of the Project is the cost of evaluation of the project and supported
materials, cost of maintaining the system and expenditure for project error corrections.
The company separates the cost into 2 main types that is fixed cost and the
variable cost.
The table 3 .1 shows the total fixed cost and the Table 3 .2 shows the variable cost
and the total cost. The total cost in the first year is 3,349,060 baht but compared to the
first year benefit in Table 3.3 is 2,736,000 baht that means the company does not get the
profit due to the big amount of initial cost but it will breakeven after one year and the
eight months. After the end of the second year, the company will earn some profit that is
306,320 baht. For the third year, the company will increase the sale and earn profit is
1,829,440 baht
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Total Fixed Cost.

Fixed Cost
Research & Development Cost
Preliminary investigation
Hardware cost
PC
Server Computer
Printer
Switching hub and Router
Software Cost
Operating System
Network system
I Search engine software
Graphic software
Media Software
Anti-Virus package
Server Management Pack
Approval fee(BOA payment Gateway)
Office equipment
Desk
Chair
Cabinet
System Setup
Secure Socket Layer
Domain Name & Hosting
Office Modification

Table 3.1.

I

35,000
2,000.00
8,000
8,500.00
14,000.00
45,000.00
95,000.00
2,600.00
1,000.00
800.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
6,000.00
50,000.00
10,000.00

Package
Package
Package
Unit
Unit
package
package
Units
Units
Units
Units
Unit
Years
setuo

10
10
2
1
1
1

20,000.00

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

I
21,000.00
220,000.00
18,000.00
23,00.00

time
unit
Unit
Unit
unit

I

10
1
1
1

1

I

1

I

1

2
2

2

I

2,500.00
6,000.00 1
50,000.00
10,000.00

10,000.00
8,000.00
2,000.00

35,000.00
2,000.00
8,000.00
17,000.00
28,000.00
45,000.00
95,000.00
2,600.00

210,000.00
220,000.00
18,000.00
2,300.00

20,000.00

Units
Units

Unit

I

I Years I

I

I Units I

6,000.00

2,000.00
1,600.00

18,000.00

42,000.00

I

I

1

2
2
1

2

I Years I

Units
Units
Units

I Units I

6,000.00

2,000.00
1,600.00
1,000.00

42,000.00

00

N

I

I

Based on sales of banner (35%)

Based on sales ofba.rmer (40%)

I

I

Baimer ads(2000 clicks)

I

144,000.00

199,500.00

36,000.00

url
url
url
url

Based on sales of banner (30%)

10

4
8
10

100,000.00
144,000.00
100,000.00
50,000.00

I
25,000.00
18,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00

Year

10,000.00

I

I

150,000.00
180,000.00
130,000.00
65,000.00

url
6
JO
url
url
J3
url
l3
Based on sales ofbmmer
(30%)
Based on sales of bmmer
(35%)
Based on sales of banner
(40%)

216,000.00

399,000.00

72,000.00

20,000.00

I
Year

1

135,510.00

Based on second year sale

82,080.00

Based on fust year sale
10,000.00

1

l

.1

1
2
l
l
..,

176,400.00
176,400.00
327,600.00
126,000.00
151,200.00
697200.00
295,200.00
135,510.00

person
person
1
2
persons
1
person
person
1
4
persons
2
persons
Based on second year sale

l

168,000.00
168,000.00
312,000.00
120,000.00
144,000.00
504,000.00
144,000.00
82,080.00

person
14,000.00
14,000.00
person
persons
13,000.00
person
10,000.00
person
12,000.00
persons
14,000.00
person
12,000.00
Based on first year sale

Banner ads(500 clicks)

Banner ads( 100 clicks)

Salaries
Web master
Graphic designer
General Programmer
Admin Staff
Billing Staff
Sales& marketing Staff
Database Update Staff
Sale Commission (3%)
Commission Fee( BOA
payment gate\vay)
Advertising & Promotion
Cost of good sold
Ranking Top 5
Ranking Top 10
Ranking Top 20
Ranking Top 40

I

Total Variable Cost.

Variable Cost

Table 3.2.

i

8
url
12
url
15
url
15
url
Based on sales ofbmmer
(30%)
Based on sales ofbmmer
(35%)
Based on sales ofba1mcr
(40%)

Year

288,000.00

478,800.00

108,000.00

200,000.00
216,000.00
150,000.00
75.000.00

10,000.00

178,830.00

Based on second year sale
1

362,040.00
194,040.00
516,360.00
138,600.00
158.760.00
732,060.00
309,960.00
178,830.00

persons
l
person
3
persons
1
person
1
person
4
persons
2
persons
Based on second year sale

2

\0

N

2,000.00
9,000.00
16,000.00

100 leads

500 leads

1,000 leads

Sales Lead

Total Revenue.

Total Revenue

2,736,000

url

13

80,000.00

url

10

8, 000. 00

Ranking Top 40

url

13

150 '000. 00

url

10

15,000.00

Ranking Top 20

url

10

240,000.00

30,000.00

Ranking Top 10

url

4

50' 000. 00
8

url

package
package
package

6

10
10
3

package

3

20,000.00

120,000.00
570,000.00
360 '000. 00

package

package

3

8

package

package

7

10

60,000.00

384,000.00

432,000.00

120,000.00

200,000.00

package
package
package

package

package

package

package

package

url

5
5
2

Ranking Top 5

Search Submission engine

100 Clicks
500 Clicks
1000 Clicks

2,000.00
9,500.00
15,000.00

2

10,000.00

Yearly Plan (10,000 email!month)

Banner advertising

5

1,000.00

2

4

5

Monthly Plan (10,000 email!month)

E-mail marketing

Table 3.3.

url

15
104,000.00
4,517,000

url

15

195,000.00

url

12

300,000.00

url

package
package
package

package

8

15
12
4

8

package

package

4

10

package

package

10

15

300,000.00

240,000.00
1, 140,000.00
540,000.00

30,000.00

96,000.00

576,000.00

756,000.00

240,000.00

I

5,961,000

120,000.00

225,000.00

360,000.00

400,000.00

360' 000. 00
1,368,000.00
72 0' 000. 00

80,000.00

120,000.00

768,000.00

1,080,000.00

360,000.00

w

0

0.8264

4. Net Present Value (Discounting Factor of 12%)

T

5. Net Present Worth (NPVb-NPVc)

- Benefit/Cost Ratio

NPV of all Cost

3,044,630

0.82

I Ill

759,776

6,017,703

2,973,073

6,220,147

1.26

Ill

1ll

3,044,630

lll

- NPV Cost

Ill

2,487,298

Ill

NPV of all Benefit

1ll

1ll

- NPV Benefit

2,487,298

0.9091
3,732,849

1,829,440

9,351,882

3,334,179

10,698,646

4,478,499

1.34

Ill

lll

Ill

1ll

0.7513

' 1ll

306,320

IB

4,437,880

Payback Period per year

lll

llll,523,120.00

3,349,060
919,380.00

I lll

lll

2. Project Cost

3. Benefit - Cost

lll2,736,000.00
3,597,620

Breakeven Analysis.

lll

Table 3.4.
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4.1

WEB DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Web-site Objectives
(a)

Providing the business information and online marketing service to new
small and medium entrepreneurs.

(b)

Create front and Back office to make the web more efficiency

(c)

Create the Database design to manipulate the data

(d)

Providing the security control and management

(e)

Providing Web Site structure that be the additional marketing channel to
communicate to the customers

4.2

Ask Questions and filter the Answer website

can

millions

new customers in
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e sure

4.3

Web Site Hardware and Software Requirement
Even if a company has many set of existing hardware but to build the new website

project, the company also requires a new set of hardware and software such as a set of
computer system, scanner, printer and camera are required for Web Site designs;
however, those hardware will need to used complimentary with its software.
The Web Site will design mostly in Flash Technology and partially in HTML software
managements and it will contain contents and images that are valuable for the target
group. Besides the software that must use completer with the hardware, software likes
Flash MX, Adobe Golive 6.0, Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel
are a must.
(a)

Webpage Design specification and requirements
(1)

Pages containing Text and graphic, flash and Shockwave Animation

(2)

Software use - HTML, Photoshop
(a) Flash is a program that helps web-site to be more attractive and
interesting. Based on content, the company provide many kinds of
information so flash animations will help the audience feel friendly
and persuade them to read the content on the web.
(b) Active Server Pages (ASP) - www.int-mkt.com designs ASP to
make it easier to develop interactive Web application and work
with industry standard Windows technology.
(c) Structured Query Language (SQL) is the most commonly used
language for retrieving data from relational database. Based on
web-site that contains a lot of information such as the customer
and partner information. So we need to use SQL to query the
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database and update information form the website in the real
time.
(d) VBScript is a type of programming language used to provide
control in another host environment. We use the VBScript to let the
user interact with a web page rather than simply view it.

4.4

Site Content

Static content is the text base information to give the description of service to audiences
and all articles about the business advice.
Functional content is an html-linkable texts, menu system. There are many kinds of
business advice and the service categories so there are a lot of links for audiences to
investigate the web.

4.5

Identify Content and Functional Requirements
Company web site is grouped into the content based on the need of the users,

mainly the content provides the information consisting of information about us,
business advice, service, FAQs, and Partner companies.

(1)

About us content is a content that provides the Company information such

as the background of the company, the strength of the company and service, The
company mission, the vision of the management team and also the location of the
company. -Displaying the history of the company will build a feeling of trust
between the customer and the company and link to business partners.
(2)

The business advice content covers all articles about the advertising,

human resource, sales & marketing, internet and technology, etc. Under this
content it will provide a membership login to, the company offer of the free
monthly Newsletter for the visitors who have just apply to the user name and e-
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mail.

(3)

Service Menu provides the sale & marketing service that will increase the

online sale for the customer. The content includes the detail of the service, the
features, the advantage of service, the tip and help function to visitors who can email or call us for more information or questions. Then if the audience interested
in any service and would like to buy that kind of service, the electronic payment
system page will pop up and the customer has to fill in his/her information and the
payment transaction.

(4)

FAQs( Frequently Answered Questions) The content of this section is the

questions that most customers ask about web-site and the service. So the company
has prepared the answers for all visitors to know and understand more about us.

(5)

Partner Company. Company is the online marketing service so we need to

contact many web-site agencies. Our company will provide the information about
company partners and the link to them and also provide the example of client that
uses service

Web Site Functional Requirements
(1)

Feedback information process

(2)

Newsletter System

(3)

Sponsored Link

(4)

Search engine submission

(5)

Mailing list Management

(6)

Profile Management

(7)

Affiliate program

(8)

Support System
35

4.6

Web Site Architectural Blueprint

Table 4.1.

Site-Map.

Home
About Us
Services
Business Advice
Partner Company

FAQ
Contact Us

About Us

Services

Business Advice

Company Background

Sales Lead

Advertising & Media

Company Goal

Search Engine Submission

Finance & Accounting

Site Map

E-mail Marketing

Human Resource

Banner Advertising

Internet & Technology

Custom website Promotion

Law & Regulation
Management
Start a Business
Sales & Marketing

Partner Company

FAQs

Contact Us

Partner Name

Top 10 Questions

E-mail

Partner Information

Location

Testimonials
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Get the best recommendations
based on your needs at our
business ad..,ice! Right Now
Uncover articles and solutions to
enhance sales and roarketing efforts}
including sales leads, e-mail

User Name
Pauword

marketingi customer service!
advertising, market research and
more.

Online Marketing service
Our services will bring more traffic to your site

Sales Leads special 10% off

New version UJT-MKT website
has been launched. More
set-vices and mot·e details
added.

Search Engine Submission

Looking for new customers? Discover Drive new customers to your Web
how to generate more leads and
site by listing your URL on top
make more sales from your web site, search engines and directories,

• E-mail marketing

• Banner Ads

• Custom Website Promotion

• Search Engine Submission

Free marketing strategies ,tips
and guides,deliverd to your
inbox every week

Email:

Figure 4.2.

4.8

Web Site Visual Design

Figure 4.3.

company logo.

Logo- our company logo is designed by using the alphabet M from the company slogan
"Great Service for Great Marketer" and the circle from dot com (. ). Our company uses
these 2 things to create the picture of a person that represents our company staffs that
provide you with the best internet marketing service. The soft background of this logo is
the computer keyboard to represents that the company is works with the Computer and
Internet Technology.
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Static -The design of the website is a combination of image and content. The website

has a very simple and easy to follow layout, which makes it easy for the user to navigate
without getting lost.
Color -The color of the Web Site is trying to represent the marketing professional, and

the warm welcome. So we selected the muted tone for the title bar that is passive in
nature and pleasant to the eye. Ample white space focuses the customer on specific
areas of each page, and the colored images and area pull the customer's eyes to
important areas.
Graphic - Company uses the pictures that represent the internet technology such as the

computer or the keyboard and the people who are representative members in the
company. We would like to communicate to the audience that our staff member is the
professional one and we try very hard to serve you with the best online service.
4.9

Web Site Management

The management areas that the company needs to consider the most is the
management of people-ware and web-site system The management of people-ware is
dependent on the responsibility of staff members. Our members should understand the
system and process and they should know what, how and why they should perform
such as the marketing should update the knowledge of the marketing and the technology
all the time, understand the customer and analyze the service for them.
The system test or back office is the responsible of web master and administration
staff:
The Back office functions

(1)

Add/delete/ modify service categories and service types

(2)

Add/delete Subscribers
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(3)

Add/delete Newsletter

(4)

Check order information

(5)

Check Statistic Report

(6)

Check the web-site Performance such as to see either all link in the Web

Site is clickable to accurate locations, then take a look either contents, texts,
images, and multimedia is appropriate and correctly to the page and location its
belonged.
Back Office Maintenance

Ailiuin

Figure 4.4.

Log.::i..n

Administration login page.

Provide only authorized users to get in to management area. Require matched user
name and password.
Web Site Audit

The web site statistical monitor tool will be applied on the Web Site to check the
number of click throughs, hits, page impressions, unique visits and etc. Then those
statistical data will be analyzed and computed to see if the

web Site satisfies its

objective and cost and benefit analysis.
4.10

Database Design

The Company develops the database driven system by using knowledge of Active
Server page and Microsoft Access Database to helping creating and manipulated data.
Company tries to develop online store with new technology to meet necessary
requirement of real world e-commerce store.
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Figure 4.5.

Table 4.2.

Entity Relationship Diagram.

Database Description.
Description

Table Name

Admin

This table contains administration's information such as
username, password, position, access level etc.

Newsletter

Weekly nev,rs will be updated by using this table

Questions

If visitors or customers have any doubt about company or
service, they can post their question and all of them will be
added into this one.

Answers

All answer that is asked will be respond and keep by using this
table

Member

This table contains information that customers register to be
member. Ex. Username, password, address, telephone etc.

Order

All transaction that occurs will be kept here.

Search-engine
submission

This contain information and description about search engine
submission

Banner ad

This contain information and description about banner
advertising
This contain information and description about e-mail
marketing

E-mail marketing
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Table 4.2.

Database Description (Continued).

Table Name

Description

Sale Lead

This contain information and description about sale Lead

Search engine
Statistic
Sale Lead
Statistic
E-mail Statistic

Members can check and track the progress of the service.

Banner Statistic
Package

--

Members can check and track the progress of the service.
Members can check and track the progress of the service.
Members can check and track the progress of the service.
All service packages detail contain in this table.

4.11 Web Site Security Control

Company Webmaster and the system administrator have the important
responsibility of security control by creating a written security policy. This security
policy should succinctly lay out organization's policies with regard to:
(1)

who is allowed to use the system

(2)

when they are allowed to use it

(3)

what they are allowed to do

(4)

procedures for granting access to the system

(5)

procedures for revoking access (e.g. when an employee leaves)

(6)

what constitutes acceptable use of the system

(7)

remote and local login methods

(8)

system monitoring procedures

(9)

protocols for responding to suspected security breaches

Besides the controlling of hardware, software, human-ware and network, the
control of the database security is one of the most important areas in security control
and all customers database will be kept in the back-end computer server. In
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addition,

each of data centers is resistant to hackers and denial of service attacks (DOS) by our IP
design, firewalls, and redundant network connections.
Through the use of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), we not only detect
suspicious Web site traffic, we can detect the point of origin of most hacker attempts.
This allows us to assist companies in tracking any attempts of someone trying to hack
into their site. Given the high priority of security on the Internet, our technical staff
constantly remains vigilant to the task of providing our clients with uncompromising
security.
Company considered rent a space of a secure server provider in Thailand to host
their Web Site data along with the contact of the secure server provider including, apply
for digital authentication, encryption and for merchant software.For the payment system,
customers can Payment via Internet Banking Service, ASIA CyberBanking or SCB
Easy Net or Payment at company office: The payment can be made by cash, cheque
payable and is A/C PAYEE, credit card (VISA, Master Card, AMEX, Bualuang, Thai
Farmers Bank.
For securely transfer the credit card details across the network, company use SSL
Layer( secure socket layer) encrypt the buyer-to-merchant communication link so that
attackers cannot intercept the credit card details and then merchant must be
authenticated in some way to prevent attackers posing as merchant in order to capture
card details.
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VI.
5.1

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Conclusion
The internet has a special appeal for small companies and entrepreneurs because

of the relatively easy, low cost entry in the market but to build traffic or create brand
awareness or increase the sale is not easy so this will be a chance for company to
provide the internet marketing service to them.
The marketing objective of company in the first year is to create the brand
awareness and interest from the customers so the company estimates that the benefit it
will earn which is 2,932,000 baht but because of the initial cost to crate this project,
which is 3,360,900 baht so the company does not get the profit in the first year due the a
lot of initial cost. However, company will estimate sale forecast in the second year, with
the growth rate of 25% and due to the decrease of initial cost, our company will earn
revenue which is 4,749,000 and the cost of the second year which is 3,591,145.50 baht
that help it cover the loss of the first year (breakeven period is one year and eight
months )and get the real profit in the second year. Moreover, our company expects that
revenue will continue to grow in the third year.
The company's website is the important factor of this project so company will
carefully create the homepage to provide ease of use, clear menu and navigation and
search functions to help the customer find the information faster. The complete details
of contents will create a superior impression for visitors. It also includes an effective
project design, web site management, and security control.
Our company also considers about customer service because this Project is an
extra communication channel for the audience to establish a better relationship with
company and implement brand equity. It expands the capacity of researching company
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in order to create the new potential customers and be addition information channels to
reach the global market faster, better, and cost effectively.
5.2

Recommendations
The long term goal of the company is to be one of the leaders in internet

marketing service in the Asian market. So our company has to create competitive
advantage, to create the product differentiate to other competitors and build the longterm relation with customers.
To accomplish the goal and be a success in this industry, our company absolutely
needs to keep up with the latest marketing strategies and also improved marketing
techniques, because the internet technology and Internet marketing is changing very
rapidly.
Finally, In the future our company considers adding more service and the new
section area that will appear as person-to-person, such as Variable Imaging delivers a
new option for businesses and marketers to enhance their prospecting messages and
customer relationship management (CRM) efforts by combining customer data and
digital output technology to provide marketers the ability to print each page/piece
differently within a print run. That is, change the copy or graphics/images within each
piece to appeal specifically to each individual.
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APPENDIX

A

ONLINE PAYMENT

Payment System
For the payment process, company uses the online payment which customers can pay
the money via Internet Banking service, ASIA CyberBanking
Online payment- This is the easiest and fastest way to order. The company accepts Visa
and MasterCard and we plan to add other cards as soon as possible.

Figure A. 1.

Process of Online Payment System.
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Process of Payment Transaction
1.

The customers place an order of services through the website.

2. The buyer is redirected to Bank of Asia e-payment to choose a payment method,
which is direct debit payment or credit card payment. (Both VISA and MasterCard are
supported)
3. Then our company sends a payment request via BOA e-payment to the system.
4. The BOA system processes the online authorization and returns the response via
BOA e-payment.
5. The Transaction response is automatically forward to the buyer and the merchant.

Back "

http:/jvNM.b1m!-:.asi.e'1u.cornfCompcnentsje_Commerce/dew/aeCt:.htm

B:u1L ,.,1

Go

~ U<1

~'.).'.!~<!')

'L

'~

Submit

!'

Reset

j

'1998 f.lsd;; at A~l:i Pvb!k (\;,'ffiPWY Urnftc<l.

1')1 ~vf\ SY:h.:.m f".:! , ;:,.~:r\i.~·d:
lt.i::i} 2'.'t7·22H·3

!-::;:i:· ,"'."'Jot~-.·:!

T.o~ ~

fa,; 1Ct?l 2'BY·?':?j-4.
1~)11.'•U}'..:Y<:

1fJ Internet

Done

Figure A.2.

ASIA Cyber Payment Page.
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The reasons that company uses the payment gateway system are;
(a)Buyers can make a payment of goods/service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
(b )Convenience for buyers by offering two types of payment service: Direct debit
payment or Credit Card Payment.
(c)Real-time processing and authorization over the Internet
( d)Merchants and buyers get an online confirmation immediately after the bank
has processed the payment transaction.
(e)Compatibility with most shopping carts and no need to install any program at
the merchant website
(f)

Merchant will easily track sales and get day-end electronic reports of intra-

day transactions over the internet
(g)Merchant funds can be available as soon as the next business day after the
settlement
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APPENDIXB
WEB SITE INTERFACE

Get the best recommendations

based on your needs at our
business advice! Right No<0

Uncover articles and solutions to
enhance sales and marketing efforts,
including sales leads, e-mail

User Name

Passvrnrd
Submit

marketingJ customer serviceJ
\

advertising, market research and
mora.

4

Online Marketing service
Our services will bring more traffic to your site
Sales Leads special 10% off

Search Engine Submission

Looking for new customers? Discover Drive new customers to your Web
how to generate more leads and
site by listing your URL on top
make more sales from your web site. search engines and directories,

• E-mail marketing
+

• Banner Ads

Custom Website Promotion

Figure B.1.

New version INT-MKT website
has been launched. More
services and mor-e details
added.

• Se.:irch Engine Submission

Free marketing strategies ,tips
and guides,deliverd to \'out·
inbox every week

Email:

s~bscribe

Homepage

Advertising cmd Media

•

•
•
•

Figure B.2.

Business advice center- advertising and Media page.
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Can l

.~11bn~it

mv own sil"e to

c'I" ~e-nrch

engine or directnry? Oo I lunre i'o hire

d

_-.pecid'/

sertrice~"

The submission process for directories such as Yahoo and Excite is fairly straightforward:
There are instructions for subfnission on the directory site, and you generally need to fill out
and subn1it: a cornprehenslve form. Getting listed in a directory is a manual process that can
take A nun"tber of n"lonth:!!:.
Submitting to seai--ch engines such as: Hotbot and Google is not quite as sin'lple. Search engines
have automated robots and spiders that com1b the Web looking for ne\'I sites. So chances are
they·n f-ind you and add you to their database. You can also subn'lit to search engines, but the

process Is not consistent fron1 engine to engine. You"ll need to contact each one lndlvldually or
consult an up-to-the minute reference to find out the

ewac~

subn"tission details.

Vou"re free to submit to search engines yourself. ot" you may opt to u,.e a service t:o automate
the process .. You can also go \1Jith a combination approach by subm1itting yourself to specific
search engine!!i and then automating the rest by using Web-positioning soft~.Pare or one of the
n1any Web-site promotion services available online.

I'£ you do it: ~~ourselF. there arc seueral t:hings vou should keep in nHnd u.•hen submitting to
search engines:
Oon"t Spam. Unce you subn"t1t: your n-.aan URL, submrt other important pages 1n 'l.IJeekly intervals
and in very srnall b.atches. Be sure you don"t sub1nit more than 10 pages per day. S~arch
TF !-'°'" rln iT vn.Pu·,.~IF,

Th~rr. "1:1"i't

~r.ur.ri't"I f"hin!J""

itnu <hould kt-:-r.p in n"l-ind wh-r.n -.ubn7:iffing fo

search engines:
Don"t Spam. Once you submit your n'lain URL, submit other important pages in tl.Peekly inte.-vals
and in very sn1all batches. Be sure you don•t subn1it mot"e than 10 pages pe1· day. seai--ch
engines are notoriously sensitive to spamming.

you"ve subn1illed your site to a search engine, check back

Each tin•e you

make substantial changes to a

engines. IC!.= c:tlsu d yuud ided lu rt>!tulunit your entire

~o

see hotlJ it ranks your

page,

s.il~ "=?'Very

resubnli't it to the search
three 111unths ur so.

Monitor. Monitor your Web-site listings regularly. So1netin1es your listings can disappear, or
kind of error 1.1J1ll cause links to becon-.e bad. When you find a problen•, resubrnit the

Figure B.3.

Business advice Center-Internet and Technology page.
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Search Engine Submissions is one of the best '."'..iays to channel qualified ti-affic to yow· business:. Our·
service includes rnanual submissions to a la1·9e number of search engines. In addition~ we monitor· your·
listings on a monthly basis, This ensu1·es keeping ·tour· site at a prerniun-i listing,
Cnrr1pnn~• TF.Rrn ~"·ill o;;P.IP.r:t-.;; thP. mno:;t- n~IRv.'lnt- '>P.."!rr:h .;;ih~-.; Nnrl r:lin~r:tnr-y r..=tt"P.!Jnr·ir.-.::; fnr yn11r
so your torget market can find yout· site when sear·ching for what you offe1·.

-.;;ih~'-.::;

r:nntP.nt

Our submission list i~ fine tuned dailyi continuously evolving to match the changes of the internet so yoUtsile will successfully list in the best quality seorch sites for your product, location and language.
Increase your web site tn:rffic, submit your Site to Moi·e than 1000's
Engines - Din:ictories - Hot Sites: - News/Classified
Submit your URL to v~1 J

+ and (Open Dir·ector·y), General

Online r-'lalls - Link Listings - such as Fr·ee for· /J,11 pages

, Web site scurch engine submit service,

Subn1it One

One Time Subm1ss1on for 1 domain or URL

3,000 THB

Subn1it TVJO

One Time Submissions for 2 domains or URLs

5JOOO THB

Submissions for 1 domain or· URL (Eve1·y Month for 1

Web§ile Progrornrning 01•tirnization [optitnize your sile before suluni§sion]
It is essential to optirni2e your v.<ebsite prior to subrnitting to the sea1·ch engines,
•

Sito overview p1ovides detailed information about your Web site, inc!udmq paqe count. link

popular·ity count 1 and average download time

•

Keywo1·d research tool recommends the best possible keywords to use based on real seeirch engine
data so that custome1·s can easily find you

•

View individual Web page readiness information such as meta tag development, text r·evisions, and
other changes that \·\te implement on your website

•

View any broken links on your Web s:ite,

Monitoring and Maintenance

•

Guaranteed listing (your URL submission is guaranteed or \-\1 C
sites such as: Yahoo, MSN®

•

Automatic update and monitor youi· listings l'Jnd rankings for possible meta changes on o monthly
basis. This includes t·egistration to the top 600+ search enginesJ directodes: and award sites in your

•

This will reach both a genera! and a specific target audience, Submissions to the majo1· engine$ are

\i..1 ill

refund your money) on a major

all dune 111anuall}'.

Tt'ack yout" progress and Statistical Truffic Reporting
• Monitor search engine rankings of the top-performing pages on your Web sit
•

statistical tt·affic 1-eporting

**Our guarantee: Your URL submission is guaranteed or we will refund your money.
Set"vice &: Suppot"t Options
Submit It! subsct·iptions include the following useful service -=.ind s:upport options for· our cus:tomer·s::
•

Online Help: Online Help is available to all custorner-s 24 hours/day 1 7 days/week. If you don't find
you1 answer, you can also :;;end questions by o-marl and r·eceive a personal response.

•

By phone: Phone support is available Monday-Friday, 6 a.m. to 6 p.rn. PST for an additional

monthly charge.
Search Engine Ranking
Search eniJine opl.i111ization is the ad. of rnakiniJ a web:sit.e conrn up higher in the search re~ults of n-rnjor
search engines. Each maJor search engine has a unique way of determining the importance of a given
website. Some s:eat-ch engines: focus: on thi::- content or verbiage. Some reviev..1 l\·1eta Tags to identif;.r who
and \'\•hat a web site's business is. Most engines use a combination of Meta Tags, content, link popul.::wity,
dick popularity and longevity to determine a zites ranking,

The rn·ocedure of v. . ebsite optimization ensures that a website has .:ill of the necessaqr ranking criteria to
appeal to the individuut scurch engines needs,

Figure B.4.

Service menu- Search engine Submission page.
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Your Cut-rent bill (before TAX) is and your v.,t (7%) of \'Cur tot.,! orders is:

Total Costs (included llat.) =
If you would like to take a order now! Please fill all bo><e• belov1 then Click

Button

01'

Click

to Shopping More ... you also can dear all order by Click
Ord err

Please Enter your Payment Informations
Firstname :

Lastname :
Company Name :
Address :
Tel no.:
E-mail:

Credit card :

Visa

American Express

Thai Fam1er Bank

Bangkok Bank

Credit card no ;

I'm Agree to pay for my order on amount of

Figure B.5.

Search engine submission- Check Out page.
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Search Engine Submission Form

Website Description

MM

Please select one

MM

(eg. http://yourdomain.com)

•· Please select one ••

Ext.
Ext.

Figure B.6.

Search engine Submission menu- Member Apply page.
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Your Order v;ill send to this

Credtt card of this Payment

Your Current bill (befor-e TAX) is and your Vat (7%) of your total orders is:
Total Costs (included !lat.) = 0 Baht

Figure B.7.

Search engine Submission- Invoice Page.
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APPENDIXC
INTERNET MARKETING STRATEGY

Internet Marketing Strategy
Many of the clients already have a great looking Web site. They may have their
own IT staff with Web development capabilities. What they do not have is the in-house
expertise needed to specifically market their company effectively on the Internet to help
drive positive business results.
Company works with our clients to develop an Internet Marketing Strategy to
improve business results. We work as partners with both the business management and
technology people to insure the business success of the client's Internet investments. In
addition, our service includes performance tracking to monitor return on investment and
ongoing management of the Internet marketing programs.

Service Description
(l)Sales Leads
Sales Leads gives customer access to comprehensive and up-to-date databases. With
Sales Leads customers can pull mailing addresses, phone numbers and other data for
new, qualified customers for your direct mail marketing efforts. Select customers based
on your own demographic criteria, and only choose the types of customer data most
useful to your marketing needs.

(2)Banner Advertising
If you want to reach out to specific target groups on Internet we can assist you in

designing effective marketing campaigns both locally and internationally. As the
Banner is the most common form of advertising on the Internet .It is a very effective
way to reach your target. The banner is usually designed to draw the viewer attention
and click on them, sending the viewer to the advertiser's web page.
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Feature
(a)Create your banner easily
Use our default banner maker for creating a quick, easy banner.
We provide tips on how to design good banners, and a list of companies that will
design one for you.

(b)

Increase traffic to your Web site: Guaranteed! Guaranteed! Take the

guesswork out of banner advertising. With guaranteed advertising on the Banner
Network you know the effectiveness of the campaign before you purchase.
Submit your banner to us, and it will be displayed on the largest banner network
in the world, the LinkExchange Banner Network.
We'll rotate your banner through our network of more than 400,000 sites, which
reaches over 60% of the Internet.
Your banner will be displayed until your target amount of visitors is reached no
worrying about click-through rates

(c)Buy or sell your banner advertising space.
If you're looking to buy banner advertising, our market research will

provide assistance in optimizing your advertising money.
We will plan and purchase banner space on your behalf to place your
ads. We are able to purchase bulk banner advertising space and pass this
savings on to our clients.
Additionally, we generate advertising revenue to sell your advertising
through our network of clients. Pricing for banner advertising is customized
and completed on an individual basis ..

(3)Custom Website Promotion
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Each company has different needs. To review your needs with an expert,

us

or call xxx-xxxx Toll Free. Our specialist will consult with you before we make any
recommendations, then propose a strategic campaign tailored to meet your goals within
your marketing budget.
The customers can also take advantage of our ·---'----''--"--------~'
with absolutely no obligation.

(4)

Search Engine Strategy
The majority Internet users use search engines and directories to find information

and locate websites. To promote your website we highly recommend you to include
search engine submission and position in your on-line marketing plan.

Our company can do the following things for you:
Submit to all major search engines Yahoo , Google, Hotbot, AltaVista, Lycos, Exite,
Northern Light, iWon etc.
(a)

Submit to 20 Thai search engines manually

(b)

Submit to over I 00 minor Search engines

(c)

Make general site recommendations for Search Engine improvement

(d)

Analysis your keywords

(e)

Refine Meta Tags, Title Tags, Comment Tags and Alt Tags

(f)

After submission, you receive a monthly report detailing rankings for each
major search engine

Search engine optimization is the act of making a website come up higher in the
search results of major search engines. Each major search engine has a unique way of
determining the importance of a given website. Some search engines focus on the
content or verbiage. Some review Meta Tags to identify who and what a web site's
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business is. Most engines use a combination of Meta Tags, content, link popularity,
click popularity and longevity to determine a sites ranking. The procedure of website
optimization ensures that a website has all of the necessary ranking criteria to appeal to
the individual search engines needs.

Features
Website Programming Optimization

[optimize your site before

submission] It ts essential to optimize your website pnor to submitting to
the search engines.
Site overview provides detailed information about your Web site, including page
count, link popularity count, and average download time
Keyword research tool recommends the best possible keywords to use based on
real search engine data so that customers can easily find you
View

individual

Web

page readiness

information

such as

meta

tag

development, text revisions, and other changes that we implement on your
website
View any broken links on your Web site.

Monitoring and Maintenance
Guaranteed listing (your URL submission is guaranteed or we will
refund your money) on a major sites such as Yahoo, MSN®
Automatic update and monitor your listings and rankings for possible
meta changes on a monthly basis. This includes registration to the top 600+
search engines, directories and award sites in your business category that
accept monthly re-submissions.
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This will reach both a general and a specific target audience.
Submissions to the major engines are all done manually.
Track your progress and Statistical Traffic Reporting

Monitor search engine rankings of the top-performing pages on your Web site
statistical traffic reporting which gives the following information:
(1)

number of visitors

(2)

where your visitors are coming from

(3)

most active day of the week

(4)

most active time of the day

(5)

browser version of visitor

(6)

keywords entered in search engines

Search engine positioning, optimization, and traffic generation are critical elements
of a successful Internet business solution. High visibility of your Web site can make the
difference between driving a high volume of sales leads and targeted traffic to your
company or being lost in "cyberspace."
(5)

Email Marketing Strategy
Email marketing is one of the most powerful marketing tools available to

businesses, no matter how large or small. Regardless of how you define success, you
can achieve outstanding results through email marketing with only a small investment
of time and an even smaller amount of money. Many companies are interested in the
opportunities email marketing has to offer but are unsure whether there is a true
permission based (double opt-in) email list for their target market. We can tell how
many prospects in your target market have requested to receive information on your
products and services. We will develop an email marketing campaign that will include
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list rental, email broadcasting service, performance tracking, and marketing copywriting
services.

It's Inexpensive
Email marketing is an affordable way to stretch a tight marketing budget. Unlike
direct mail, there is virtually no production, materials or postage expense. In fact,
email marketing is 20 times more cost effective than direct mail and can cost as
little as a fraction of a penny per email.

It's Effective
Email marketing enables you to proactively communicate with your existing
customers and prospects instead of passively waiting for them to return to your
web site or storefront. It is a highly effective way to increase sales, drive Web site
or store traffic, and develop customer loyalty.

It's Immediate
Email marketing generates an immediate response. The call to action is clear:
"Click here to take advantage of this offer or to learn more about this service".
Moreover, initial campaign responses generally occur within 48 hours from the
time the e-mail was sent.

It's Targeted
You can easily segment your lists using a variety of criteria or interest groups,
allowing your promotions to go to the individuals most likely to respond to your
offer.

It's Easy
Web-based email marketing is designed for any size business, small, medium, or
large. Email marketing can include:

(a)

professional HTML templates
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(b)

list segmentation

(c)

targeting capabilities

(d)

automatic tracking and reporting.

This allows you to spend your time and energy on your unique message, which will
help drive your results.

Questions and Answers
Search Engine Optimization
1. Is there a difference between Search Engine registration and Search Engine
Optimization?

Most definitely. Search engine registration is simply a means by which your
URL (Web site) is submitted to search engines for indexing. It does not ensure
that your Web site will ever be found. In fact, if your submissions to directories
such as Yahoo! are not done well, your rankings for your Web site can really be
hurt.
Search engine optimization or search engine marketing includes:
(a)

Research, development, and analysis of keywords and phrases

(b)

Understanding the proper use of Meta tags

(c)

Strategy development on building your Web site to ensure it is search
engine friendly

(d)

Professionally written, compelling content that turns surfers into
customers

(d)

Identification and implementation of affiliate marketing links

2. ls it better to use an automated program to mass-submit my Web site to
thousands of search engines?
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No. Recent statistics show that over 95% of all search engine traffic is
directed through the top 8-10 search engines and directories. In addition, many
of the top search engines have put in safe guards to disallow automated
submissions. Most of the automated submissions to the "thousands 11 of search
engine simply result in a mass of email "spam" since many of the other obscure
search engines are designed to collect email accounts and sell them. If you want
to be found in the search engines, make sure your Web site is submitted
correctly!

3. What will a good Search Engine Strategy do for me?
A good search engine optimization strategy helps to position you well with
search engines and directories, and provides strong marketing strategies to entice
searchers to click through to your site.

4. Can all Web developers do Search Engine Marketing?
Definitely not. Search engine optimization is a science. Very few Web
developers have been trained in the unique strategies of search engine marketing.
Using meta keywords and submitting to search engines will do very little for you.
You need to work with an expert who has been trained and who continues to
keep up with the constant changes that are always occurring in the search engine
world.

5. Are Meta tags and submission enough to get you ranked high?
No. Meta tags are important to SEO, but meta tags alone won't help you
rank high when you are in a competitive market place. There are many variables
involved in achieving high rankings.
Simply submitting your Web site to search engines without having it optimized
first is like throwing a pebble into a large rock garden and hoping someone else
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will be able to find it later. Your Web site needs to be programmed correctly in
order to be found in search engines. Make sure it's done right the first time.

6. Do you need to resubmit your site to Search Engines often?
No. Many people have the mistaken idea that resubmitting your site to
search engines will help boost your rankings. Actually, it can hurt your rankings
since many search engines consider multiple submissions spam.

7. What is the difference between a Search Engine and a Directory?
A search engine indexes Web sites by sending "spiders" or "crawlers" to
your Web site to review it's coding and content for relevancy. These computer
programs read the coding of the Web site and determine it's ranking according to
how the coding, content, and links match up with their algorithm.
Directories, on the other hand, have real people review your Web site for
relevancy. They look at the overall site from a human point of view. They still
have algorithms they use to help rank a site, but the human factor is also
involved. In addition, you must submit your Web site to a particular category set
up within the directory.
Understanding the most appropriate category and what the editors will
accept or reject for titles and descriptions is very important. Once you are
entered into a directory category with a title and description, it is very difficult to
ever get it changed. Make sure it's done correctly the first time!

8. Do certain technologies interfere with SEO?
Yes, certain technologies can be detrimental to search engine optimization.
Most search engines are unable to read certain technologies such as Frames,
dynamic pages, flash, and java script. There are always ways to work around
these issues. Therefore, it is best to work with a company from the beginning
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that understands your goals for your Web site and how technology can affect
your plans.
9. Do all Search Engines and Directories use the same criteria for ranking

sites?
No. Each search engine and directory use their own algorithms to determine
rankings. That is why many times your Web site may rank well on some search
engines and not quite as good on others.

10. What is relevancy and why is it important?
Relevancy is a huge determining factor for rankings. Search engines use
various methods to determine the relevancy of your Web site for the key words
being searched on. If they determine that your site is highly relevant to a search,
they will be more likely to rank your site high in their listings. Many factors
determine relevancy of your site. Knowing what helps boost your relevancy
factor is key to achieving high rankings.

11. Do

all

Search

Engines

and

Directories

charge

for

submission?

Not yet, but that can change at any time. In order to remain viable, most
search engines and directories have determined they need to charge for
submission. Each one handles their charges differently. But, suffice it to say, if
you want to be found these days in search engines and directories, plan on
paying for your submission.

12. By Paying for submission, am I guaranteed acceptance in a Search Engine
or Directory?
Not always. Some pay for inclusion search engines such as Inktomi and
FAST do guarantee inclusion when you pay. Others, such as Yahoo! do not
guarantee submission, even though you are required to pay $299 to be
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considered. That is why it is very important to work with a professional Internet
marketer to ensure you receive all the benefits available when you pay for
inclusion.

13. Because I paid for submission, am I guaranteed a higher ranking?
No, paying for inclusion only means the search engine or directory agrees to
review your Web site and include it in their database if you qualify. Once you
are included into their database, it is up to their algorithms to determine how
your Web site will rank.

14. What are key phrases and why are they important?
Key phrases are search terms people use when they are trying to find
information on the Internet. They enter key phrases in the search box hoping
they will receive a listing of relevant Web sites that have the information or
product they are looking for. You need to understand what people are searching
for and the key phrases people are typing into their search box in order to
compete against other competitive Web sites. Our company conducts thorough
key word analysis as part of our search engine optimization service. Don't leave
your ranking to chance.

Email l\'Iarketing
1. What is permission or opt-in email marketing?

Permission based email marketing operates on the premise that the recipient of
your message has in some way established a relationship with you by indicating
an interest in what you have to offer - and, in one way or another, given you
permission to contact them.

2. What is spam?
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Spamming is sending unsolicited commercial email using broadcast methods to
multiple recipients without first establishing a relationship with them (i.e.
permission) and without regard to their categorical interests (i.e. untargeted).

3. Are there different levels of permission?
Yes. There are generally four different levels of permission. Level 1 is a
prospect who has downloaded free software, requested free information or
signed up for a free service you provide. Level 2 is a customer who has
purchased something from you. Level 3 is a customer who has downloaded
software, ordered information or signed up for a service AND has requested that
you send additional information as it becomes available. Level 4 is a customer
who has purchased from you AND has requested that you send additional
information as it becomes available.

4. What are the most important elements of an Email Marketing campaign?
The most important elements of any campaign are the copy, headline, product,
guarantee, technology and the list. Of all these components, the list is the most
important.

5. What are the key ingredients of a successful email sales message?
Your offer should match the wants of your target audience. Your message
should be personalized to the recipient. The benefits should be stated early in
your offer. You need to establish credibility in your ability to deliver what you
promise. You must clearly state a call to action. You should keep your message
as brief as possible. Let the second step of your sales process tell the rest of the
story and close the sale.

6. Why should I consider Email Marketing?
Email Marketing is one of the most powerful marketing tools available to
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businesses of all types and sizes. It is inexpensive and effective in increasing
sales, driving Web site traffic, and building loyalty. It is immediate. Almost 90%
of your responses will happen within 48 hours of the email campaign launch. It's
targeted to your clients' interest. And, it's easy to do with the Web-based email
marketing products for small, medium, and large businesses alike.

7. How does Email Marketing compare to traditional Direct Mail marketing?
Assuming that the best practices are applied in Email Marketing, the cost of
Email Marketing is substantially lower than Direct Mail. The response rates for
Email Marketing are typically 5 - 10 times greater than Direct Mail.

8. What are the typical performance metrics that should be tracked in an
Email Marketing campaign?
Tracking, reporting, and managing performance of an Email Marketing
campaign is very important. The basic performance metrics revolve around
email delivered as a percentage of an overall list, the number or percentage of
emails opened, the click through rate, and the conversion rate. If there are
multiple market segments in the list, then each of these metrics should be
tracked and analyzed by each market segment.
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